Locomotive Video,
Voice Recorder
(LVVR) Solution
Our managed solution provides easy and
secure remote access to onboard video
and voice recording.
Maximize safety, minimize operation constraints and the cost of
regulation compliance with automated data management in a SOC
2 Type 2 compliant environment.
Remove unnecessary complexity of the LVVR requirement that
impedes current safety best practices around threat detection
and train handling events. Wi-Tronix maintains those established
best practices through its privacy and security controls that exist
today. This allows you to focus on additional capabilities that
advance your safety culture through digital insights. Simply, our
solution grows with you like no other solution can today. We help
you identify new safety threats overtime and solve those through
innovation of new detection alerting.

Simplify Safety,
Monitoring,
Maintenance and
Data Security
Making Compliance Easy
Random automated downloads, and
threat/trend detection to find critical or
undesired events. Unique web-based
player, Violet ViewTM, with video, voice,
signal data displays, and a timeline map,
eliminates the need for maintaining 3rd
party proprietary software. Minimize
operational constraints with alerts for
in-cab camera obstruction and cross
border support.

Reducing Maintenance Cost
High system availability through
automated remote health monitoring,
over-the-air software updates, and
configuration management.

A Single, Integrated System

Security and Integrity

We pull from multiple onboard data sources, and bring it into one
simple, actionable view - driving quicker, more precise outcomes.
Wi-Tronix Edge and Cloud solutions combine to provide a complete
view of your operation including comprehensive replay and
review of events for safety, risk analysis, and operational support.
Safeguard your employees, assets, customer goods, neighboring
communities, and the environment at all times.

Secure communications management
prevents unauthorized access and
individual user activity reports help
assure employee privacy.

Our single platform helps you decrease operating costs and enables
railways to meet LVVR and FAST Act regulations.
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Data Management
Easily access and retain the mandatory
six years of video, voice, event recorder
and connected system data with
disaster recovery capability.

Questions? Contact a Wi-Tronix
expert to learn more:
sales@wi-tronix.com.

